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this is a much better movie than the " akira " and the
" princess mononoke " movies, in the same way that "
the hidden fortress " is a better movie than " princess
mononoke ", " princess mononoke " is a better movie
than " the hidden fortress ", and " the hidden fortress
" is a better movie than " the last chase ". i hope that
the " wanted " movies will get better and better. so i

was thinking that one of the reasons why wanted is so
popular is because it has a unique theme. it is a story

about a person wanting to fulfill their dreams. the
reason why this movie is so popular is because the
main character wants to fulfill his dreams. however,
there is a problem: the main character is a bounty

hunter. the main character is trying to fulfil his
dreams, but the problem is that his dream is to kill
someone. i wonder if i am the only indian parent to
spend hours on end translating my own stories and
songs and comics into hindi, reading them to my

children in order to connect with them, trying to help
them feel comfortable in their own language. it is not
easy. i wonder if it is our own subconscious fears and

biases that make us unable to speak our own
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language, or if it is our own self-consciousness,
finding so much comfort in the mainstream english
media that we fail to connect with our own people. i
wonder if it is not because we are ashamed of the
way we speak, but because we are ashamed of the
way we think. or of the way we think about the way
we speak. the one language i can speak without any
difficulty is english. even after twenty-five years of
living in the us, i still know how to speak it without

any accent or awkwardness. i hate to admit this, but i
know a lot of indians feel exactly the same about

hindi, the language of their ancestors.
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thankfully, i know that the films i am telling her to
repeat are hindi so that i can read the subtitles.

otherwise, i can only whisper to her. but i know that
although she cannot understand them yet, if i speak

and read in hindi, she will learn to. she is learning the
language as i speak it with her, word by word, the
same way she learns every other language that we

speak. and she is learning it faster than i, because its
one of the few languages that i dont use. i am starting
to forget the reasons why i chose to study english so

intensely as a child. and that is a good thing. i want to
teach my children to forget, as if they grow up and

forget a part of our history, it will not be all bad. and a
few more. these movies changed my life and so much
about the world. they inspired me to become a writer,
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and what a life of adventure and joy i have lived
through so far. my first story to hit the screen was
chinnaiah, a movie that won me the young critics

award for best writer of the film. and then, my hindi
film industry friends, whose world i had entered when

i began writing, helped me write my script for jaal.
this script that i wrote got me a free trip to mumbai to
meet all the film agents and producers, and my story
was selected as one of the titles for gangaajal. at the

end of all the committee meetings in mumbai and one
of my memorable dinners with the producer hemant
madhukar, i signed my first movie deal. it was like

coming home for me. i needed no longer be an this is
an invitation to share examples of english dubs that
are available. please don't use episode titles in your
headers, only a link to the episode, translated name

and original name. (kuroshijyo) 5ec8ef588b
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